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Status
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Rating

Related-to
•  Numeric field 0 value is returned as "No value" in the plugin list

Description
Using the plugin List, for a numeric tracker field type I set default parameter in case I didn't enter any value.

But if the field is empty is default value is 0 and therefore, "0" is displayed and that is wrong. 😞
Even when using default="0" the display doesn't always reflect the situation properly.

Importance
6

Easy to solve?
8

Priority
48

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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Comments

Roberto Kirschbaum 24 Jan 19 14:56 GMT-0000
Hi Bernard,

Can we see the source code for the example you posted? Also, could we see the tracker fields?

Thanks,
Roberto

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 27 Jan 19 09:33 GMT-0000
Hi Roberto,

(thanks for prepending with my name, I still don't receive notification for comments on devs 😞)

See: http://bsfez-11581-6212.show.tikiwiki.org/tiki-view_tracker.php?trackerId=1

I have items with no value in the numeric field.


- Trackerlist
- List without trackerrender
- List with trackerrender

As you can see only the trackerList plugin is able to display what's in the tracker (null).
The plugin List will always add 0 as default value even if I use trackerrender and the default is ""

Thanks for looking.

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 28 Nov 22 05:15 GMT-0000
Fixed between Tiki19 and Tiki24
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